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Your airport is a valuable resource to your community 
and the aviation industry. But running and maintaining 
it can be a financial strain.

You receive regular income.

You save on administrative costs, and get rid of 
overheads that are expensive but often hidden.

You can redirect people and resources to areas where 
you need them.

You don’t have to send out lots of bills for small amounts.

Every month we send you just one cheque. 

With your payment, we also provide you with a report 
detailing the use of your airport in the past month.

You can charge aircraft operators for the use of your
airport in several ways:

      • a fee for each landing, based on the maximum
         take-off weight of the aircraft.

         We recommend this type of fee. It’s easy for the
         operator to work out, and it reflects the amount of 
         wear and tear the airport receives. AirServices
         Australia and many other airport owners work out
         their fees this way

      • a flat fee for each landing.

      • fees for parking, pavement concessions, and use of
         airport facilities.

      • an annual fee.

You can decide what charges you want for your airport.

We can help you to recover some of the costs by 
collecting a fee from people using your airport.

We can also help to reduce your administration costs 
by looking after all aspects of billing and collection. 
You’ll quickly cut the costs of your paperwork!

We can take care of details like:
      • collecting and processing data about the use of
        your airport
      • calculating the charges
      • sending out accounts to aircraft operators
      • processing payments
      • answering queries from aircraft operators
      • keeping records of aircraft liability and ownership
      • tracking and recovering debts.

Every month, we send aircraft operators just one account,
no matter how many airports the use.
Operators only have to make one payment, not one for
every airport they visit - a major saving on administration.

The account also lists important administrative data like:
      • flight details including the date and time
      • charges for each flight
      • parking fees
      • annual fees
      • any other charges.

If you would like to know how much revenue your 
airport could raise, we can do an evaluation for you. 
There’s no obligation to use our services.

Contact Avdata for further information.


